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Abstract: This paper is the review paper mentioning all 
methods related to hierarchal access control. In this digital era 
Hierarchal access control mechanism basically it is very much 
needed in all sorts of government and private organizations. 
Access control system is the set of methods have ability to 
ensure that only authorized users of computer system are 
given access to some sensitive resources. In this system users 
are organized in hierarchy formed by security clearance as 
per their capabilities and responsibility called security classes 
which are disjoint. With this review paper it is proposed- to 
use different authentication algorithms to get a hybrid kind of 
access control which would be secure utmost and support 
dynamic updates. 
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INTRODUCTION: 
Today is the time of computer communication systems. An 
enhancement in information system and communication 
technologies brings with numerous benefits but also there 
are security issues. Information security is very important 
topic in the computer communication system. 
The multilevel information security problems originally 
exists in military and government organization as well as in 
some private corporations where classified and  well 
categorized data management is necessary but in present 
the popularity of  computer networks and very fast progress 
of computer technologies on a multiuser system make 
sharing of expensive resources in a reality. In multiuser 
computing environment the problem of access control to 
system resources can be an important research area. Since 
sharing of resources may cause some undesired things such 
as unauthorized access and inconsistent status of shared 
resources and frequently occur in database management 
system, computer network and operating system. Therefore 
an important issue in multiuser computer environment is 
the question of how to control the access to computers. 
Main emphasis is given to the situation where users are 
categorized into several privilege classes and organized 
into a hierarchal structure. Another thing is how to identify 
whether a user has enough privileged to retrieve the data 
item or change the access rights of the other user. 
In today’s time data no longer resides on computer system 
which is physically isolated within that organization where 
physical security measures can be taken to safeguard the 

data and that computer system  so solutions are oriented 
towards the open interconnected environment where 
storage are outsourced and operations are done on third un 
trusted party. So open access data storage imposes new 
security challenges. 
To facilitate current development and discovered security 
issues. We need to develop such a security model which 
should be data centric where information is protected 
cryptographically and allowed to travel on the network 
freely. There is a need of information replication in area 
like grid computing, distributed system, database 
management system and enterprise right management 
system and this replicated information is sent to the user 
.Since information is very sensitive so privacy and security 
have to be taken care of. 
In many organizations security problem exists where 
multiple levels of access control are present or we can say 
hierarchal structure of data sensitivity or privilege exists 
together like in military and government institutions. 
Hierarchal access control mechanism- in this basically 
access control system is the set of methods have ability to 
ensure that only authorized users of computer system are 
given access to some sensitive resources. Users are 
organized in hierarchy formed by security clearance as per 
their competency and responsibility called security classes 
which are disjoint .Why there is hierarchy since some users 
in a particular organization have more access rights than 
others in reality. For example in hospital management 
system doctors are allowed to access data related to patients 
such as diagnosis, prescription, medication and laboratory 
tests on the other hand a researcher can be limited to 
clinical information. 
Section 1- Introduction tells how and why this method is 
needed. Section 2- Literature survey – chronological work 
under this topic then in rest of the sections proposed 
method along with all functionalities is there. 

LITERATURE SURVEY: 
2-In 1982 Akl and Taylor[2] “Cryptographic Solution to a
Problem of Access Control in a Hierarchy”. This scheme
suggests an elegant solution in a poset hierarchy for the
access control. Each security class Ci is assigned a distinct
prime to be its public parameter PBi The each security class
Ci a secret key Ki is calculated with the help of PBi .The
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data item contained by class Ci  is encrypted by a secret key 
generated by cryptosystem Ki known as enciphering key. 
This information can  accessed only by Cj where Ci ≤Cj. 
With the help of Kj and public parameter PBi and PBj and 
the secret  key Kj ,Cj can derive Ki to decipher the data item 
owned by Ci. 
Advantage-It support access control in Poset hierarchy 
Disadvantage-A large amount of storage is required to 
store public parameter 
3-In 1982 MacKinnon,Taylor and Akl[3] “An Optimal 
Algorithm for Assigning Cryptographic Keys to Control 
Access in a Hierarchy”.This paper presentd a improved 
scheme for Akl-Taylor method called canonical assignment 
to reduce the value of public parameter. This method 
reduces the number of values of public parameter. 
Advantage-It support access control in Poset hierarchy and 
less storage as compare to Akl-Taylor scheme 
Disadvantage-Still requires large amount of storage to 
store public parameter and difficult to compute optimal 
canonical algorithm 
4-In 1988 Sandhu [4]“Cryptographic Implementation of a 
Tree Hierarchy for Access Control”,He used  one-way 
function to create a cryptographic access control in tree 
hierarchy. And as we know tree hierarchy is special case of 
poset hierarchy. In this method for each security class Ci ,a 
Ki a security key is generated with the help of its  own 
identity and its immediate ancestor’s secret key by a one 
way function. 
Advantage-No extra public parameter is needed to derive 
keys 
Disadvantage- Computational overhead is involved to 
derive keys and this method is only for tree hierarchy 
5-In 1990 Harn and Lin[5] ,“A Cryptographic Key 
Generation Scheme for Multilevel Data Security”. This 
method is same as Akl and Taylor scheme but instead of 
using top-down design approach as in Akl-taylor scheme 
they used botton-up approach 
Advantage-Smaller storage is required for most of the 
security classes 
Disadvantage-If numbers of security classes are more than 
large storage space is required to store public parameter for 
each security class 
6-In1992 C C Chang, R J Hwang and T C Wu[6], 
“Cryptographic Key Assignment Scheme foe access control 
in a hierarchy Information System” proposed a method 
which is based on Newton’s Interpolation method and a 
predefined one-way function. 
Advantage-Modified method 
Disadvantage-Computational overheads 
7-In 1993 H. Liaw, S. Wang, and C. Lei[7], “A Dynamic 
Cryptographic Key assignment Scheme in a Tree 
Structure” proposed a method which is based on Newton’s 
Interpolation method and a predefined one-way function. 
Advantage-Modified method 
Disadvantage-Computational overheads 
8- In 1993 H T Liaw and C L Lei[8] , “An  Optimal 
Algorithm to assign Cryptographic keys in a tree structure  
for Access Control” presented an optimal algorithm for 
assigning cryptographic keys in a tree structure for 

multilevel data security. Uses top-down approach for key 
assignment  
Advantage-Simple and efficient in deriving keys 
Disadvantage-Requires large storage 
9-In1993 M S Hwang and W P Yang [9], “Attacks on a 
Dynamic Cryptography Key Assignment Sheme” discussed 
possible attacks  
10-In C.-H. Lin[10], “Dynamic Key Management Schemes 
for Access Control in a Hierarchy.” 
11-In 1997 H. Min-Shiang[11], “A Cryptographic Key 
Assignment Scheme in a Hierarchy for Access Control” 
presented an access control scheme for a partially –ordered 
hierarchy by modifying Liaw-Lei’s scheme which can only 
be used in tree structure 
Advantages-Generalized for poset structure and provided 
security analysis 
Disadvantage-Prevent cooperative attacks 
12-In 1972 A V Aho, M R Garey, and J D Ullman[12], 
“The Transitive Reduction of a Directed Graph” calculated 
transitive closure foe DAG 
Advantages-Economical and shown time complexity for 
best algorithm for it. 
Disadvantge- Computational overheads in calculating 
Transitive Reduction but this is tradeoff between other 
things 
Later on many researchers have subsequently proposed 
schemes that either have better performance or different 
ways to evaluate the transitive reduction for example 
[13],[14],[15],[16],[17],[18],[19]and [20] 
28, 32-In 2005-2006 Atallah et al.[29],[33]first addressed 
the problem of formalizing security requirement for 
hierarchical key assignment scheme and proposed two 
concepts security against key discovery and with respect to 
key indistinguishability Former captures the notion that to 
which adversary not having access for that it cannot 
compute key and latter says that adversary should not be 
able to distinguish between a real key and same length of 
random string. Different scheme and construction 
satisfying the above defined concept of security was 
subsequently proposed in [40], [42], [44], [46], and [48]. 
50-In 2013 Freire et al[51] proposed a new security 
definition for hierarchical  key assignment schemes. Such 
definition, called security against strong key recovery and 
security with respect to key indistinguishability and provide 
additional compromise capability for adversary. Suggested 
clear separated notion of security between key recovery and 
key indistinguishability 
53-53 In [53] and[54] it has been proven that security with 
respect to strong key indistinguishability is not as stronger 
as compare to key indistinguishability. Same types of 
results are shown in the unconditionally secure setting 
In [31],[34],[35],[37],[40],[50] and [56] extended the 
security model proposed in[29] to such methods which 
satisfy additional time dependent constraints 
In [54] and [60] A Castiglione et al proposed a more 
general scenario where the access control is not only 
hierarchal but also shared between different classes 
E. Damiani  et al[39]  proposed “Selective data encryption 
in outsourced dynamic environments” and generated 
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solution  based on selective encryption which exploits 
hierarchal access control schemes. 
De Capitani di Vimercati et al [38] also proposed a solution 
based on selective encryption, for the enforcement of 
access control and management of is evolution. 
C Bulndo et al [45]proposed a heuristic approach to 
minimize the number of keys which are stored in system 
and distributed to different 
users[22],[23],[24],[25],[26],[27],[28],[32,][35],[36],[41],[4
2],[47],[49],[51],[52],[57],[58],[59] and [60] are some 
proposed methods for access control but all these methods 
are based on static adversary means they are fixed and 
immutable more precisely we can say that adversary are not 
allowed to make any changes to the hierarchy which is 
fixed and chosen at the time of attack. And this is 
remarkable limitation of all above mentioned access control 
scheme and existing models are no capable to characterize 
many situation which can arise in different operating 
environment  
 

OBJECTIVE OF RESEARCH: 
To study and analyze all theoretical concepts, application 
and current problem of information security in depth for 
multi level authentication. Then design and develop an 
efficient, dynamic and strongly proven hybrid security 
model for hierarchal access control. 

 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM: 

In case of data centric protection model in multi user 
environment means there are multiple user are using shared 
resources which are present in distributed manner. Here 
multiple users obviously structured into multiple levels or 
hierarchal manner. Since each user is having different 
rights to access different kinds of data items, in this manner 
we can say there is a categorized or classified data storage 
management system where it is clearly mentioned that 
which user is accessing what. So for having this we need to 
implement a proper protection system. This is achieved by 
standard encryption system and when data is encrypted we 
need to impose proper access policies to make access to 
that encrypted data .We need to design a standard access 
control model for this. 
By studying all literature and information security theory a 
direct solution to above mentioned problem comes into 
mind is enforce access control with cryptography is to 
encrypt data with a data key means what data is being 
accessed by which user is get protected  by a securely 
assigned key. 
In this manner each user is authorized for that specific data 
whenever to user want access that data with assigned 
encrypted key. Here we can see that one to one mapping 
between user and data item since user can access only that 
data for which he is having key. But what happen when a 
user wants access to other data item for which he is not 
having key. In many government institutions, private 
corporations and military organizations there is hierarchal 
arrangement of different category of user for accessing the 
data shown in figure given below 

 
Figure1: Hierarchal arrangement of users 

 
What above figure depict is actually user1 can access his 
own data but being on top in the hierarchy user1 can 
control or administer all other user below him in hierarchy. 
Same principle is for rest of the users. We need to maintain 
this since this is categorized according to their competency, 
responsibility or position held in hierarchy. This is actually 
known as hierarchal access or multi level access. 
But thing is that how we can achieve this in practical. As 
we have discussed earlier that each user is having his/her 
personal key to access destined data but we also need to 
provide access to upper users and for this upper user must 
have key. If we provide key to all upper users for data item 
of lower users in hierarchy then what happens is – there are 
multiple copies of data keys are generated encrypted with 
different user keys. The number of copies of a single data 
key can reach to the number of users in the system. This 
number can increase the size of protected data itself. So it 
highly needed that when upper user in hierarchy wants to 
access data of user at lower level in hierarchy only that 
time upper user have that key otherwise not. Although this 
method increases computational overhead but greatly 
reduces storage requirements. 
For this we need to maintain access configuration list 
“which user access what with proper granularity”. Whole 
data is maintain by a data set denoted by D={d1,d2…..dn} 
and all users are assigned to privilege security classes 
denoted by C1,C2,……Cn and particularly users are 
denoted by set U={u1,u2……un}.This Hierarchal structure 
is depicted by poset partially ordered set. 
In this proposed system one more thing we can add 
transitive exception and anti symmetric exception, what 
happens in this is it is not necessary that user1 can have 
access to user2 and subsequent users as happens 
traditionally but have access to user3 and user6 and in some 
cases user3 can have access to access user2’s data item. For 
achieving security we can use more than one encryption 
algorithm in succession and combination so that we can get 
highest level of security and have a hybrid kind of access 
control system. Keys are different at different time for 
authenticating data items,a different key version we can 
assign at different time period.                                                                    
Once this hierarchal access control system is developed 
.We need to take care of dynamic updates like run time 
insertion of a class or user. Run time deletion of a class or 
user. New access priorities need to be set etc. 
 
 
 

user1

user2

user4 user5

user3

user6
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MOTIVATIONAL FACTORS: 
i. First motivation for this problem domain is my ME 

thesis topic “Study and Implementation of Multi-
Criterion Authentication to Secure Mobile Payment 
System” in which I had worked on multiple 
authentication criteria like a) User-id password b) 
Encrypted keys c) A message comes on mobile to take 
permission for transaction 

ii. Second motivation is - fast pace of internet usage via 
Wi-Fi needs good level of security since different  
types of users are acquiring access to different data 
items in present  time of internet of things 

iii. Thirdly- remote usage of shared resources like printer 
scanner etc. needs proper and efficient access control 
system.  

 
FUNCTIONALITIES: 

i. Efficient strong time bounded key generation 
algorithm need to be designed. 

ii. An algorithm which assign time stamp to generated 
key to keep different versions of key for a data item. 

iii. Efficient secure key distribution algorithm need to be 
designed. 

iv. Need to formalize a security policy for hierarchal key 
assignment. 

v. Need to combine different encryption algorithm to get 
hybrid one. 

vi. A generalized poset structure needs to be developed 
for hierarchal arrangement of user classes. 

vii. Need to compute a minimal representation for poset 
structure for less time and space requirement. 

viii. Need to develop a method which can access data items 
in decentralized manner. 

ix. Need to support dynamic updates to the poset structure 
with minimum computation overheads. 

x. Need to design algorithm for dynamic updates. 
xi. Need to develop attack simulations for testing the 

designed system. 
xii. To protect overall system a strong cryptographic 

concepts need to apply. 
xiii. Above all it is needed to keep system simple, efficient 

and easy to understand. 
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